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Stock markets plunge but VLCCs are on the up

Despite global stock markets going into freefall over the last few
days due to fears that there will be a coronavirus pandemic
around the world, rates of TD3C are lifting. Since Friday last
week, earnings have seen a 54 per cent increase, adding USD
10,000 per day to jump up to USD 28,000 per day on Thursday.
The list has thinned slightly but not for long; there is a flat
outlook for the coming week again, but we shouldn’t see rates
fall too much from now on.

Rates on TD20 have flatlined somewhat, rates have been
sticking around the WS 77-78 mark for 10 days now with no
real change. Lots of off-market fixing has left the supply of FOC
ships fairly restricted for the natural fixing window out of WAF,
but despite this, sentiment remains weak, although owners
should expect things to pick up pretty soon

For Aframaxes in the Med, it’s much of a muchness at the
moment, Libyan exports are still stifled with no immediate let
up. The latest figures released by NOC indicate that production
has fallen to 123,547 bpd, with Kpler data estimating that four
vessels were able to export crude in February, averaging 83,000
bpd. Northern Europe rates are down; TD7 and TD17 are down
to WS 100-105 and WS 80 respectively, now that the winter
period is coming to a close with no ice effect at all. The short-
term outlook, with another storm over the weekend, is slightly
positive but in the longer term the markets’ fundamentals are
not supportive of rates.

The average HSFO-LSFO fuel spread, assessed at Rotterdam,
Fujairah, Singapore and Houston for the week has decreased by
16 per cent, with a USD 28 per T discount over the previous
week. Some price volatility has seen Singapore and Fujairah
trading places as to who is hosting the most expensive LSFO of
the aforementioned ports, but on Thursday, Fujairah was trading
at a USD 20 per T discount to Singapore.

In the clean market, LR2s in the AG have seen little movement
in the way of rates but there is a gentle optimism in the air for

owners. A thinner list than we’re used to in recent weeks
suggests the potential for routes to firm but charterers are still
in no rush to take quick decisions as demand isn’t quite there
yet. Earnings on TC1 are holding firm at USD 16,000 per day,
with the average for February at just shy of USD 12,000 per
day, much more pleasing for owners as the first half of the
month averaged just USD 7,300 per day.

The same is not true for the LR1s in that area of the world, the
list is tightening but demand is just not there for it to be of any
use. TC5 earnings have lost around USD 2,000 per day since
the end of last week, with February’s average coming in at USD
9,800 per day. The same is true for LR1s operating in the US
market, little enquiry is hampering earnings and owners may
possibly send ballasters to the UKC market.

By contrast, for MRs in the US market, freight has increased
significantly in just a few days. After being stagnant since the
second week of this month, TC14 is now on subs close to WS
120, with a number of ships ballasting towards Europe aiding
the gains.

TA rates have jumped due to some panic buying and charterers
are now looking at WS 177.5. WAF runs command a 20-point
premium over this, with a tight list remaining until 5-7 March so
it’s likely this market will remain strong until then. Rates in the
MEG have softened to WS 150 at the end of the week, albeit
with some additional enquiry coming in and the list looking a
little thinner, that could be a blip.

Handies in the Med have been fairly subdued this week and with
IP week ongoing in London, there has been slightly less activity
than required to keep things moving forward. East Med TC6
runs still command a small premium over West Med ones,
around 5 points now, down from 12.5 last week, to stand at WS
175 and WS 180 respectively, and Black Sea runs are up at WS
200, looking likely to dip towards WS 190 next week. Some bad
weather over the weekend will likely help rates but the list is
looking lengthy given the number of uncovered ships on the
prompt window.
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Δ W-O-W ↓Softer ↓Softer

BDA
(USD/LDT) TKR/LRG TKR/MED TKR/SML

This week 383.1 382.2 380.0

Δ W-O-W -4.7 -4.1 -2.1

BALTIC TCE DIRTY
### Route Qnt USD / Day Δ W-O-W

TD1 
ME Gulf / US 

Gulf
280,000 11,241 ↑Firmer

TD3C  ME Gulf / China 270,000 28,275 ↑Firmer

TD6  Black Sea / Med 135,000 23,396 ↑Firmer

TD8  Kuwait / Sing. 80,000 17,529 ↓Softer

TD9  Caribs / US Gulf 70,000 30,954 ↓Softer

TD14  Asia / Australia 70,000 16,633 ↑Firmer

TD17  Baltic / UKC 100,000 18,388 ↓Softer

TD20  WAF / Cont 130,000 26,587 ↑Firmer

BALTIC TCE CLEAN
Route Qnt USD / WS Δ W-O-W

TC1 ME Gulf / Japan 75,000 16,525 ↓Softer

TC2  Cont / USAC 37,000 21,340 ↑Firmer

TC5 ME Gulf / Japan 55,000 11,603 ↓Softer

TC6 Algeria / EU Med 30,000 WS 176 ↑Firmer

TC7 Sing. / ECA 30,000 14,872 ↑Firmer

TC8 ME Gulf / UKC 65,000 WS 26 ↑Firmer

TC9 Baltic / UKC 30,000 WS 177 ↑Firmer


